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Dear customers,

not only are the demands on the technology in clinics and  
hospitals becoming greater and more and more specialised, 
but the awareness for the environment is also increasing. As a 
company with a philosophy based on ecological sustainability,  
TRILUX Medical is confidently facing this challenge.

TRILUX Medical bundles our experience from the last 100 years.  
With light, luminaires and technology in general, and for the 
OR, intensive care and hospital rooms in particular - a world in 
which we have been at home since the 1960s. Working closely 
with physicians and nurses. With German enthusiasm for finding 
tasks, developing ideas and implementing solutions. Specially 
designed and manufactured for the specific requirements and  
always with a view to a responsible use of resources. We call this 
Engineering Health. 

Continue reading to see the advantages of Engineering Health 
for your OR.

We wish you all the best.

Yours sincerely,
the TRILUX Medical Team

TRILUX Medical GmbH & Co. KG
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OR – A workplace  
like no other.

Different patients, different teams. Different disciplines – the 
complex routines in an OR are extremely demanding for people 
and technology. At the same time, an OR must be a service provi-
der with constantly improving efficiency for the hospital. 

How can we design an OR for these very different requirements? 
TRILUX Medical answers this question with solutions that are 
equally process, patient and personnel-oriented. Customised,  
individual and all from a single source. Get to know us and our  
Engineering Health live. We would like to invite you to visit the  
TRILUX Medical Cube. 
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More at www.trilux-medical.com

1  TX NAVIGATOR 

For more information see pages 18 - 21. 

2 AURINIO® LED OR LIGHTS 

For more information see pages 22 - 29.

3 MEDIA-BRIDGE IS 500 OP 

For more information see pages 44 - 49. 

4 FIDESCA® PM CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES 

For more information see pages 38 - 43.
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Flexibility – the first commandment in the OR. Everything has  
to change at short notice. From a conventional operation to a  
minimally invasive procedure. Shoulder fracture to appendix. One 
end of the world to the other. No problem with TRILUX Medical. 

With intelligent and also affordable access to telemedicine, with 
advanced ceiling supply systems and lighting. TRILUX Medical 
offers a new solution every day for every problem.

10 hours. 7 operations.  
4 teams. 2 departments.   
In one and the same OR.

1  AURINIO® LED OR LIGHTS 

For more information see pages 22 - 29.

2  FIDESCA® PM CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES 

For more information see pages 38 - 43.

3  TX NAVIGATOR 

For more information see pages 18 - 21.

FLEXIBILITY

1 2
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For more on flexibility see www.trilux-medical.com
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Efficiency must be  
affordable.

How can a cost centre be converted into a competitive advan-
tage? By combining creativity with 100 years of experience and 
industry expertise to develop astoundingly efficient solutions. 
Using fewer raw materials, extremely economical energy con-
sumption and easily recycled. Solutions that bridge the gap 
between ever-shrinking hospital budgets and the demands for 
safety, ergonomics and economy by hospital personnel. TRILUX 
Medical is efficient in achieving greater efficiency. 

For more on efficiency see www.trilux-medical.com

1  AURINIO® LED OR LIGHTS 

For more information see pages 22 - 29.

2  MEDIA-BRIDGE IS 500 OP 

For more information see pages 44 - 49. 

3  TX NAVIGATOR 

For more information see pages 18 - 21.

4  FIDESCA® PM CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES 

For more information see pages 38 - 43.
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Confined spaces demand  
spacious thinking.

For more on room solutions see www.trilux-medical.com

1  AURINIO® LED OR LIGHTS 

For more information see pages 22 - 29.

2  MEDIDRANT® CEILING SUPPLY SYSTEM 

For more information see pages 50 - 57.

3  HD CAMERA ON SEPARATE ARM 

For more information see page 28.

4  FIDESCA® PM CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES 

For more information see pages 38 - 43.

Too small. Too cramped. Corners. Very few ORs are ideal. No  
progress is made with „slender“ equipment alone. Solutions  
that think outside the box are needed here, and if necessary, 
around the corner as well. TRILUX Medical is an expert in devel-
oping adaptable products for all conditions and challenges.  
TRILUX Medical is ready for anything.

ROOM SOLUTIONS
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Hundreds of patents!   
We are far ahead of the 
competition.

1975 2007 2012

For 100 years we have been trying the impossible at TRILUX.  
With imagination, passion, system and – success. Surgeons and 
hospital managers all over the world trust our innovations. We  
have registered more than 400 of our pioneering technologies as  
intellectual property rights. TRILUX Medical is often copied but  
never surpassed.

PATENTS

First modular media supply system 
with patented locking mechanism for 
intensive care wards 

Focusing unit for LED  
operating lights

First wall luminaire with integrated 
electrical and gas supply for wards

Medical media supply system with 
movable reading light for wards

First OR light with a combination  
of reflector and LED technology

Ceiling mounted media supply  
system with equipment carrier
for intensive care

Flush installation of safety sockets for 
safe working and hygienic disinfection 
in media supply systems for rooms used 
for medical purposes

1964 19921987 1996

 ENGINEERING COMPETENCE
100 years OF

For more on patents see www.trilux-medical.com
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TELEMEDICINE

Telemedicine for all.  
The TX NavigatOR by  
TRILUX Medical.

The TX NavigatOR is the great leap forward, even for smaller  
hospitals because it offers a priceless opportunity for an  
affordable price: entry into telemedicine. But there‘s more.  
It is simultaneously a coordinator, assistant, lighting specia-
list, courier, camera operator and archivist.

More at www.trilux-medical.com

18 | 19

TÜV-TESTED  
MEDICAL DEVICE
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TELEMEDICINE

TX NavigatOR 
Düsseldorf Hospital 
Operation 

Private Clinic, London  
Consultation with  
Prof. E. Miller  

Tübingen Hospital   
 video conference 

The director’s assistant.

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

Lecture hall

Data storage

It is a multitalent, coordinating different cameras simultaneously, 
sending images wherever they are needed – to the next floor or 
another continent; it organises video conferences; sends images 
to up to 12 monitors; records every step in detail; controls the 
light, in short, it is the central intelligence for communications and 
control in the OR. Simple, intuitive control by touchscreen. The  
TX NavigatOR is the perfect combination of exactly what is essen-
tial for working in the OR.

CONTROL OF MEDICAL DEVICEs  
Aurinio® LED OR Lights // Aurinio LR OR Lights // Aurinio®  
Camera Systems // Fidesca® PM Cleanroom Luminaires //  
Luminaires with DALI interface // Media-Bridge IS 500 OP // 
Medidrant® Ceiling Supply System 

sTREAMINg IN sD OR HD quALITy  
Compression image and video sequences by means of an encoder //  
Digital image transmission of camera signals (e.g. room camera, 
light camera, endoscopy camera) possible // Via the LAN in real-
time // Over long distances 

ROuTINg
Allocation of video and image data from up to 12 sources to  
as many as 12 monitors // Visualisation of video, image and 
patient data

DOCuMENTATION  
Storage of image data in SD or HD quality // Decentralised  
storage possible // To recorder, USB stick or a hospital  
infor mation system 

VIDEO CONFERENCE  
Image and sound for teleconsultation and for study and  
educational purposes // Full HD quality // Bidirectional audio

Aurinio®  
OR Lights

Fidesca® PM  
Cleanroom Luminaires

Aurinio®  
Camera Systems

TRILUX Medical NavigatOR
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Impossible tasks excite us. For example, the development of an OR  
light that gives more light while simultaneously using less power  
and is compatible with a laminar air flow ceiling. The solution is 
surprising. Aurinio® LED means as much light as required, virtually  
no dissipated heat, energy savings and maintenance-free. Switch 
it on and admire.

More at www.trilux-medical.com

LED OR LIGHTS

TRILUX Medical
Aurinio® LED OR Lights
Less is more.

OR SYSTEMS 



TRILUX MEDICAL 
uPgRADE WARRANTy

LIgHT
Cool light with no infrared components // Opti-
mum illumination in area and depth // Shadow-
free with the ideal ratio of luminaire to light-field 
diameter // Natural colour rendering index with 
white light (Ra of 96 at all light levels, R9 of 95 in 
the red region) // Can be regulated from 22,000 lx 
to 160,000 lx

TECHNOLOgy
Lens combination developed by TRILUX Medical  
with primary and secondary optics for light bundling //  
High-performance LEDs with maximum colour 
rendering index // Variable colour temperature // 
Dimmable illumination intensity

sERVICE + MAINTENANCE
‘D-A-S’ (Data Analysis System) e.g. for determining 
operating hours

susTAINABILITy
LAS technology for 100 % lighting power even after 
many years of use // TRILUX Medical Upgrade 
War ranty: Upgrade of lighting systems for new LED 
technology

ENERgy EFFICIENCy
Operating costs for ventilation ceilings and  
air-conditioning systems are reduced due to  
low surface temperature of <27.5 °C

COLOuR TEMPERATuRE sELECTION
Can be set individually // Three levels from 3,800 K 
to 4,800 K // High-contrast light for different types 
of tissue

HygIENE
Flow-optimised luminaire housing for laminar  
air flow ceiling // Degree of protection IP 54 as per  
IEC 144 // Suitable for wipe disinfection

sEE BETTER
Endoscopy mode // Improves the contrast for the sur-
geon using imaging procedures // Reduced reflection 
on monitors during endoscopic procedures // Provides 
adequate background lighting for orientation for the 
complete surgical team 

TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LED OR Lights

Highlights.

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.
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HygIENE  
Degree of protection IP 54 as per IEC 144 against 
penetration of dust and water // Wipe disinfec-
tion-resistant // Sterilisable handle or disposable 
sterile handle // Flow-optimised luminaire housing 
for laminar air flow ceiling

TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LED OR Lights

Features.

LuMINOus EFFICIENCy 
LED technology offers high operating efficiency //  
Greater efficiency in a small space // Direct reflec tor- 
free lighting with optical lenses 

ADJusTABLE COLOuR TEMPERATuRE  
For high-contrast illumination of different tissue 
types // Colour temperature can be set to any of 
three levels: 3,800 K, 4,300 K, 4,800 K

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

LED OR LIGHTS

960 mm

FAuLT-OPTIMIsED LuMINAIRE HOusINg
Suitable for air supply ceilings (laminar air flow) // 
Low turbulance due to low surface temperature of 
approx. 27 °C

conventional  
light sources   

40 %

LED light sources   
98 %

OPTIMuM ILLuMINATION OF DIFFERENT- 
sIZED suRgICAL sITEs   
Variable light field diameter adjustable from  
200 mm to 300 mm with Aurinio® OR Lights  
without camera200 – 300 mm

3,800 Kelvin 4,300 Kelvin 4,800 Kelvin

ILLuMINANCE AND DEPTH OF ILLuMINATION  
Central illuminance at 1 m distance 160,000 lx // 
Depth of illumination L1 + L2 is 960 mm (RI* 20%) //  
High shadow resolution

*residual illuminance 

OR SYSTEMS 26 | 27



AuRINIO® PM CONTROL ELEMENTs  
Simple and clear structure of control elements // 
Sensor keys on the adjustable arm with hygiene-
compatible glass surface // All functions are 
quickly and accurately accessible // Disinfectant-
resistant surfaces // Easy to clean // Adjustable 
illuminance // Adjustable colour temperature // 
Endoscopy mode // Hour meter // Service  
diagnostics // Linked light functions 

TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LED OR Lights

Equipment.

INTEgRATED HD CAMERA
Can be integrated into the handle of the Aurinio®  
L 120 PM // Cable-connected signal transmission in the 
arms for optimum signal quality // Even the smallest 
details of the surgical site are visible: 
- with the HD 1080i standard 
- 2 megapixels 
- 10x optical zoom 
- 12x digital zoom 
- Motorised image rotation

INTEgRATED sD CAMERA 
Can be integrated into the handle of the Aurinio®  
L 110 SD // Signal transmission via sliding contacts 
in the arms, 360° rotation // PAL | NTSC standard // 
440,000 pixels // 18x optical zoom // 4x digital zoom

HD CAMERA ON sEPARATE ARM  
Manual control with tilt-pan head // Control unit for  
motorised positioning and all camera functions // 
Direct wiring for lossless signal transmission //  
Similar equipment to the integrated HD camera

MONITORs  
Cameras can be operated with different monitors // 
19“ SD monitor // 24“ HD monitor // 42“ HD monitor

WIRELEss REMOTE CONTROL
Equipment similar to operation at the adjustable 
arm // Up to three luminaires and two integrated 
camera systems can be controlled remotely //  
Linked light functions // Adjustable illuminance // 
Adjustable colour temperature // Endoscopy mode // 
Camera zoom // Still image // Fix focus

CONTROL  
Synchronous switching for colour temperature and 
illu minance of several OR lights // Optional integra-
tion into integrated OR systems, e.g. TX NavigatOR

LED OR LIGHTS

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

sTERILE HANDLE 
Sterile handle optionally with adapter for using 
one-way sterile handles
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With the Aurinio® LR 150, TRILUX Medical achieves an aim that 
until now appeared to be impossible: ‘maximum precision with 
ever lower energy consumption‘. It is the first OR light that  
unites the precision of reflector technology with the economy of 
LED technology. The light offers surgeons an operating environ-
ment that is continuously illuminated in depth and across the 
surface area, ensures daylight-similar colour fidelity and protects 
tissue from dehydration. Planners and managers benefit from  
positive energy efficiency and low subsequent costs. 

More at www.trilux-medical.com

LR OR LIGHTS

TRILUX Medical  
Aurinio® LR 150 OR Lights. 
Precision + efficiency.
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TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LR 150

Highlights.

Boost function for individually  
increasing illuminance to 160,000 lx

Durable, no maintenance and 
with high energy efficiency

Optimal depth illumination due  
to reflector technology

No tissue dehydration due  
to infrared-free light

UNIQUE REFLECTOR 
AND LED TECHNOLOGY

Colour rendering Ra=95, R9=91 
with LED technology

Remote control for synchronous 
switching of several lights

Less shadowing due to primary and 
secondary reflector technology

LR OR LIGHTS

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.
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HygIENE  
The seamless luminaire housing enables rapid,  
thorough cleaning // Resistant to wiping dis-
infectants // Resterilisable handle or one-way 
sterile handle

ILLuMINANCE AND ILLuMINATION DEPTH  
Central illuminance at distance of 1 m: 140,000 lx //  
Illumination depth L1 + L2 is 1,200 mm (RI* 20%) // 
High shadow resolution

*residual illuminance

FIX FOCus  
Focusing not required due to high 1,200 mm  
illumination depth

LED TECHNOLOgy  
Approx. 50 % less energy consumption //  
Approx. 50 times longer service life // LED  
means no relamping required

TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LR 150

Features.

LuMINOus EFFICACy 
LED technology achieves a high light output  
ratio // Greater efficiency with high-performance 
LEDs // Reliable technology with primary and 
secondary reflectors

COLOuR TEMPERATuRE / COLOuR RENDERINg  
For high contrast illumination // Colour tempera-
ture 4,500 K // Colour rendering Ra=95, R9=91

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

1,200 mm

conventional  
lamps 40 %

LED light sources   
80 %

210 mm

            5      10                   15             20
Service life in years

Energy consumption in watts

200

150

100

50

4,500 Kelvin

LR OR LIGHTS

Halogen
LED
Relamping
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TRILUX Medical Aurinio® LR 150

Equipment.

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

WIRELEss REMOTE CONTROL  
Extensive equipment features for lights and came-
ras // Up to 3 light bodies and 2 integrated camera 
systems can be remote controlled // On-Off // 
Illu minance can be set // Camera zoom // Freeze-
frame // Fix focus  

AuRINIO® OPERATINg ELEMENTs
Sensor buttons on the cardanic element with hygie-
nic foil keypad // Surfaces resistant to disinfec-
tants // Simple cleaning // Variable illuminance

INTEgRATED HD CAMERA   
Can be integrated into the handle of the Aurinio® 
LR 150 PM // Signal transmission via cable into 
the arms for optimal signal quality // Makes even 
the smallest details in the operating environment 
visible with:
- HD 1080i Standard 
- 2 megapixels 
- 10-fold optical zoom 
- 12-fold digital zoom 
- motor image rotation  

MONITORs
Cameras can be combined with various monitors // 
19" SD monitor // 24" HD monitor // 42" HD monitor

sTERILE HANDLE 
Sterile handle optionally with adapter for using 
one-way sterile handles

LR OR LIGHTS

INTEgRATED sD CAMERA 
Can be integrated into the handle of the Aurinio®  
LR 150 SD // Signal transmission via sliding contacts  
in the arms, 360° rotation // PAL | NTSC standard //  
440,000 pixels // 18-fold optical zoom // 4-fold 
digital zoom  

CONTROL  
Synchronous switching of illuminance for several OR 
lights // Optional embedding in integral OR systems, 
e.g. TX NavigatOR  
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TRILUX Medical Fidesca® PM  
Cleanroom Luminaires.  
safety for cleanroom procedures.

The Fidesca® PM Cleanroom Luminaire is the sensible solution for 
the „OR high security area“. The light combines high light output 
and uniformity when illuminating the operating environment with 
efficient protection: IP 65 prevents the ingress of dust and jet  
water and laminated safety glass ensures protection from glass 
breakage and splinters. Even when the glass cover is destroyed, 
patients and personnel remain protected. The Fidesca® PM  
Cleanroom Luminaire is available with LED or fluorescent lamps.  
A cleanroom safety light.

More at www.trilux-medical.com
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CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES

TRILUX Medical Fidesca® PM Cleanroom Luminaires

Highlights.
HygIENIC sAFETy 
Degree of protection IP 65 as per IEC 144 // 
Protection against ingress of dust and jet water

FLuOREsCENT LAMP VERsION  
Three light colours // Dynamic RGB colour light 
control and white-white control // Supports the 
circadian biological rhythm of personnel // Pleasant 
individual atmosphere from colour light control

LED VERsION  
High-performance LED technology // Longer  
service life // No relamping required

BREAKAgE REsIsTANCE  
100 % protection against glass fragments // Light 
cover made of high-strength laminated safety glass

ADJusTABLE REFLECTORs (RV)  
Individually adjustable for asymmetric illumination

FREE OF INTERFERENCE  
No interference between lighting electronics and 
infrared controls

100 %  
FRAGMENT  
PROTECTION

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

OR-INTEgRATION
Optional embedding into integral OR systems,  
e.g. TX NavigatOR
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CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES

TRILUX Medical Fidesca® PM Cleanroom Luminaires

Features.

FIDEsCA® PM (RV) OPTICAL sysTEM
Individually adjustable aluminium specular reflec-
tors // Symmetrical or asymmetrical illuminance 
distribution // Individually adjustable by +/– 30° // 
Optional LED or fluorescent lamp

30° 30° 20° 10 ° 0°

LAMINATED sAFETy gLAss  
Finely structured glass panel for prevention of un -
con trolled reflections when using laser technology //  
Resistant to disinfectants and UV radiation

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

Laser 
beams

LSG

ELECTRONIC BALLAsT  
The use of an electronic ballast for every fluorescent 
lamp combined with the DALI interface makes indi-
vidual light controls (dimming, endoscopic green 
light, light scenes, RGB) possible // Proven lack of 
interference with infrared remote controls and other 
medical devices

CERTIFIED quALITy  
Selected lights from this range are certified  
by the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing 
Engineering and Automation

gREEN LIgHT INsERT
For reducing illuminance and increasing contrast  
of monitors with minimal invasive surgery

EMERgENCy LIgHTINg (OPTIONAL ACCEssORy)  
For integration of the Fidesca® PM into the  
emer gency lighting system
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It connects everything with everything in all directions - the  
Media-Bridge IS 500 OP, is the first to actually turn the corner. 
The working positions of surgeon and anaesthetist can be varied 
and every operation can make full use of the available space – 
even operations with very high hygiene requirements. The IS 500 
OP in combination with a laminar air flow ceiling reduces the risk 
of contamination at the surgical site. The bridge to the future.  

TRILUX Medical Is 500 OP.
The Media-Bridge that  
can turn 90°.

MEDIA-BRIDGE 

More at www.trilux-medical.com
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TRILUX Medical Media-Bridge IS 500 OP

Highlights.

LED LIgHTINg 
Glare-free indirect room lighting integrated at the 
top of the media-bridge // Optionally dimmable // 
For ambient OR illumination

WHITE AND gREEN INDIRECT LIgHT
Optionally available with white and green light  
for areas used for minimally invasive therapy

MONITOR MOuNTs
Device rails on the inside and outside for  
monitors and other medical devices

EquIPMENT CARRIER sysTEMs
Slide rails underneath for peri pheral devices

ALL-ROUNDER

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

MEDIA-BRIDGE 

90° usAgE 
Patented rotating elements at corners for  
move ment of equipment carriers // Movable 
device positions ensure ergonomic working  
for anaesthetist and surgeon

FuTuRE-PROOF AND ERgONOMIC  
MEDIA suPPLy sysTEM
Media supply from three sides or all four sides // 
Supply levels on both the inside and outside
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TRILUX Medical Media-Bridge IS 500 OP

Features.

1   Ceiling-mounted room lighting with Fidesca® PM  
Cleanroom Luminaires and at the top in the media column 

2   Media supply and top room lighting with IS 500 OP  

3   Surgical field lighting with Aurinio® OR Lights 

4   Patented rotating elements at corners for movement of 
equipment carriers

5   Equipment carrier systems for all required peripheral devices

6   Low-turbulence displacement air flow in the complete  
surgical field

2

3

5

6

1

4

Is 500 OP COMBINED sysTEM  
Media supply ergonomically provided to every workstation  
easily accessible // Integrated components on the inside and 
outside provide ample space for equipment with the flat  
media-bridge // Ensures adequate access and ergonomic  
availability of components

The TRILUX Medical Combined System for the OR ensures  
effi     cient separation of the clean-air area and the contamination 
OR periphery: Laminar air flow ceiling // Fidesca® PM Cleanroom 
Luminaires // Aurinio® OR Lights // IS 500 OP Media-Bridge 

sTRuCTuRE OF THE Is 500 OP  
 

1   Glare-free LED indirect illumination

2   Glass separation as air curtains

3   Valve for medical gases

4  Sealed pipes for medical gases

5   Slide rails for equipment carrier systems

6   Sockets for power supply

7  Concealed wiring

ACCEssORIEs  
The comprehensive range of TRILUX Medical accessories offers  
a wide selection of equipment carrier systems for ergonomic  
positioning of equipment exactly where it is required

INTEgRATION OPTIONs
Integration of indirect lighting into integrated OR systems  
with  DALI Easy // Interface to integrated OR systems such as  
TX NavigatOR 

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

MEDIA-BRIDGE 

1

2

3
4

5

5

6

7
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The new TRILUX Medical  
Medidrant® Ceiling  
Supply System.   
Multitasking XXL.

Surgeons particularly appreciate the options opened up by the 
new Medidrant® Ceiling Supply System, even in unfavourable 
room conditions. The freedom to do what is required at the right 
position; as simply as possible. 

What‘s new? New design for improved ergonomics; Twin Base  
design for a maximum number of attachments; integrated  
supplementary tool for indirect lighting with LED; the even greater 
number of connection options for power, gas and data outlets; the 
ceiling stand for greater freedom of movement. All this combined 
with the wide range of equipment options and models ensures 
one important factor: optimum patient care. 

CEILING SUPPLY SYSTEM

More at www.trilux-medical.com
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TRILUX Medical Medidrant® Ceiling Supply System

Highlights.

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

LIgHTINg COMPONENTs 
Optimum indirect illumination of the surgical field 
reduces the risk of accidents to personnel during 
endoscopic procedures // Integrated in the rear of 
the media base // Light colours: white, red, green 
and blue // Light colours can be individually set to 
working conditions and personal needs

VERsATILITy 
Rigid system for endoscopy and anaesthesia // 
Height- adjustable system for surgery // Tandem 
system for intensive care // Mono and Duo exten-
sion arms with different lengths // Solo- or  
Twin-Base for holding installed components

EXPANDABILITy 
Modular system design, easily expanded // Greater 
flexibility with extensive range of accessories // 
Infusion bottle holders, monitor mounts and shel-
ves and much more

PNEuMATIC BRAKE 
Single or combined brakes in the extension arms // 
Prevents accidental movements of the CSS // Fixes 
ceiling supply system in the desired position 

LIgHTINg  
INCLUDED

CEILING SUPPLY SYSTEMOR SYSTEMS 52 | 53



CEILING SUPPLY SYSTEM

TRILUX Medical Medidrant® Ceiling Supply System

Features.

DIVERsE DEVICE RAILs  
Horizontal and vertical 25 x 10 mm device rails for 
accommodating accessories // Flexible arrange ment  
and mounting of medical devices for design  ing the 
workstation // See the accessories catalogue for 
extensive accessories

LEss sPACE  
Depth of only 66 cm for media base with counter 
plate // Low spatial needs due to position of centre  
of gravity of the media base below the bracket 
arm axis // Optimal space utilisation with compact 
room dimensions as well

FLEXIBLE POsITIONINg  
CSS with two-piece arm: Adjustable along a circular  
line // Pivots around its own axis // Flexible posi-
tioning at any desired position on a circle // Optional  
version with height-adjustable motor arm

CABLE MANAgEMENT  
Segmented media base for cable routing of medical 
device connection cables // No cables in the exter-
nal area of the media base // Safe assignment and 
separation of connection cables and supply lines  
for patients // See the accessories catalogue for 
cable retainers

REAR ILLuMINATION  
Optional rear LED lighting // White light for illumi-
nating the operational environment // Red, green 
and blue light for ambience lighting // Green light 
for reduction of illuminance with micro-invasive or 
endoscopic surgery // Improvement of lighting in 
the operational environment // Dimmable, and can 
be integrated in light control systems such as  
TX NavigatOR

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

66 cm
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CEILING SUPPLY SYSTEM

LIgHT
Rigid ceiling mounting for one supply system  // 
Without bracket arms

MONO
Bracket arm, simple version // Available lengths 
800 mm, 1,000 mm and 1,200 mm // Motor arm 
800 mm

DuO
Bracket arm, twin version // Available lengths  
800 mm, 1,000 mm and 1,200 mm per arm // 
Motor arm 800 mm

sOLO
Solo media base for accommodating installation 
components and counter plates // With integrated 
vertical 25 x 10mm device rail // Available lengths 
650 mm, 950 mm, 1,250 mm and 1,550 mm (depen-
ding on available room height and configuration 
of bracket arms) // Preferential application areas 
in the OR for surgery, in intensive care for infusion 
management systems

sINgLE 
Single ceiling mounting for one supply system // 
Preferential application areas ORs

TANDEM 
Tandem ceiling mounting for two supply systems // 
Preferential application area intensive care

For more information on the technical data see pages 58 - 62.

TWIN
Twin media base for accommodating installation 
components and counter plate // With integrated 
vertical 25 x 10 mm device rail // Available lengths 
650 mm, 950 mm, 1,250 mm and 1,550 mm (depen-
ding on available room height and configuration of 
bracket arms) // Preferential application areas in 
the OR for anaesthesia and endoscopy, in intensive 
care for patient monitoring

TRILUX Medical Medidrant® Ceiling Supply System

Features.
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Technical Data

TX NavigatOR 
PREMIUM HD

TX NavigatOR 
PREMIUM SD

TX NavigatOR 
STANDARD HD

TX NavigatOR 
STANDARD SD

TX NavigatOR  
BASIC HD

TX NavigatOR 
BASIC SD

Streaming SD

Streaming hD

control of OR light, camera, clean room 
luminaires, ceiling supply system

Routing SD

Routing hD

control via touch panel Pc • •

TX navIgaTOR

TX NavigatOR  BASIC HD
Video/Audio Encoder HD

TX NavigatOR BASIC SD
Video/Audio Encoder SD

Resolution 1920 x 1080p, 1920 x 1080i, 1280 x 720p, 
720 x 480/576i, 720 x 480/576p 720x480/576i at 50/60 hz

Transmission rate video SD/hD from 150 kbps to 15 Mbps SD from 150 kbps to 8 Mbps

Transmission rate audio 32 to 448 kbps per bidirectional audio channel 32 to 448 kbps per bidirectional audio channel

Delay time < 70 ms < 100 ms

compression standard video h.264 MPeg-4 avc part 10 h.264 MPeg-4 avc part 10 

compression standard audio MPeg-2 aac-Lc ISO/eec 13818-7
MPeg-4 aac-Lc ISO/eec 14496-3

MPeg-2 aac-Lc ISO/eec 13818-7
MPeg-4 aac-Lc ISO/eec 14496-3

Matrix 8x8 for PREMIUM SD or HD

Description Modular matrix for switching of analogue and digital sources

Input 8x S-video via Bnc, 4x hD-SDI only with PReMIUM hD

Output 8x S-video via Bnc, 4x hD-SDI  only with PReMIUM hD

Device rack for PREMIUM version

Description Device rack with side panel and rear panel, front cover with safety-glass, base with 4 castor wheels, 19-inch rack 
with integrated isolating transformer 2,000 W (medical grade).

21" Touch Panel PC Vario 321C2 T

Display Resolution 1600 x 1024

contrast 1000:1

Processor InTeL core 2

RaM 1 gB

harddisc 250 gB

Interfaces hDMI in and out, serial: 2 x RS232 optional, Lan:  RJ45, 1x DvI out, 4x USB 2.0,  
audio 4-channel high definition optional

Degree of protection (front) IP 65

Technical specifications of the lights Aurinio® L 160 PM Aurinio® L 120 PM Aurinio® L 110 SD

Illuminance at distance of 1 m 160,000 lx 160,000 lx 160,000 lx

Dimmability 32,000–160,000 lx  
stepless

32,000–160,000 lx  
stepless

32,000–160,000 lx 
in 8 levels

colour temperature adjustment yes yes no

colour temperature 3,800 K; 4,300 K; 4,800 K 3,800 K; 4,300 K; 4,800 K 4,700 K

general colour rendering index Ra 96 96 96

colour rendering index R9 (red) 95 95 95

Light field diameter D10 = 200 mm, D50 = 105 mm D10 = 200 mm, D50 = 95 mm D10 = 200 mm, D50 = 95 mm

Depth of illumination 60 %       340 mm
20 %       960 mm

60 %       330 mm
20 %       600 mm

60 %       330 mm
20 %       600 mm

Temperature of light head surface < 27.5 °c < 27.5 °c < 27.5 °c

Total irradiance  
at 100,000 lx 325 W/m2 325 W/m2 325 W/m2

Power consumption without camera 
   with camera

65 W
70 W

66 W
71 W

66 W
71 W

endoscopy mode green light green light green light

Operating elements Sensor buttons Sensor buttons Membrane buttons

Remote control Sensor buttons Sensor buttons Sensor buttons

Focusability yes* yes* yes*

Service life of lamp > 40,000 h > 40,000 h > 40,000 h

Degree of protection of light head IP 54 IP 54 IP 54

Dimensions of light head 800 x 720 mm 750 x 750 mm 750 x 750 mm

Technical specifications of the cameras Aurinio® K HD Aurinio® K SD

Signal system hD 1080i PaL | nTSc

Resolution 2,000,000 pixel 440,000 pixel

Sensor type 1/3" cMOS 1/4" ccD

Lens F 1.8 – F 2.1 F 1.4 – F 3.0

Zoom 120 x (10 x optical, 12 x digital) 72 x (18 x optical, 4 x digital)

viewing angle 50° (wide) to 5.4° (tele) 48° (wide) to 2.8° (tele)

autofocus yes, lockable yes, lockable

electronic shutter 1/2 to 1/10,000 s in 21 steps 1/1 to 1/10,000 s in 22 steps

Technical specifications of the monitors Aurinio® M 24 HD Aurinio® M 19 SD

Picture size 24" hD (610 mm) 19" SD (483 mm)

LcD panel a-SI TFT active matrix, in plane switching (IPS) active matrix, in plane switching (IPS)

aspect ratio 16:10 5:4

Resolution 1920 x 1200 (WUXga) 1280 x 1024 (SXga)

Luminance 400 cd/m² 350 cd/m²

contrast ratio 1000:1 650:1

number of colours 16.8 million 16.8 million

viewing angle 178° 178°

Response time 5 to 12 ms 10 to 16 ms

aURInIO® LeD OR LIghT

Illumination data in accordance with DIn en 60601-2-41. Data may deviate up to +/- 10 %. 
* not with camera or camera preparation
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Technical specifications of the camera Aurinio® K HD Aurinio® K SD

Signal system HD 1080i PaL | nTSc

Resolution 2,000,000 pixel 440,000 pixel

Sensor type 1/3" CMOS 1/4" ccD

Lens F 1.8 – F 2.1 F 1.4 – F 3.0

Zoom 120-fold (10 x optical, 12 x digital) 72 x (18 x optical, 4 x digital)

viewing angle 50° (wide) to 5.4° (tele) 48° (wide) to 2.8° (tele)

autofocus yes, lockable yes, lockable

electronic shutter 1/2 to 1/10,000 s in 21 steps 1/1 to 1/10,000 s in 22 steps

Technical specification of the monitor Aurinio® M 24 HD Aurinio® M 19 SD

Picture size 24" HD (610 mm) 19" SD (483 mm)

LcD panel a-SI TFT Active Matrix, in plane switching (IPS) active matrix, in plane switching (IPS)

aspect ratio 16:10 5:4

Resolution 1920 x 1200 (WUXGA) 1280 x 1024 (SXga)

Luminance 400 cd/m² 350 cd/m2

contrast ratio 1000:1 650:1

number of colours 16.8 million 16.8 million

viewing angle 178° 178°

Response time 5 to 12 ms 10 to 16 ms

AURINIO® LR OR LIGHTS

Technical data of lights Aurinio® LR 150

Illuminance at distance of 1 m 140,000 lx (with boost function 160,000 lx)

Dimmability 20 % - 100 % in 7 steps

Colour temperature 4,500 K

General colour rendering index Ra 95

Colour rendering index R9 (red) 91

Light field diameter D10 = 210 mm, D50 = 105 mm

llumination depth 60%       800 mm
20%     1,200 mm

Total intensity of irradiation  
at 100,000 lx 370 W/m2

Effective consumption of light body without camera
                                                                    with camera

78 Watt
83 Watt

Operating elements Sensor buttons

Remote control Sensor buttons

Service life of light sources > 40,000 h

Light body protection rating IP 40

Size of light body Ø 750 mm

Photometric data in accordance with DIn en 60601-2-41, data may deviate up to +/- 10 %

reference TOC Type of lamps  
luminaire luminous 
flux

Dimension 
L x W x H 
mm

Weight  
kg

T5 fluorescent lamp

Fidesca® PM RV 235/49 E 5259904 2 x 35/49 1,548 x 298 x 100 16.8

Fidesca® PM RV 235/49 EDD 5259907 2 x 35/49 1,548 x 298 x 100 16.8

Fidesca® PM RV 228/54 E 5259804 2 x 28/54 1,248 x 298 x 100 13.4

Fidesca® PM RV 254 EDD 5260007 2 x 54 1,248 x 298 x 100 13.4

Fidesca® PM RV 280 E 5260104 2 x 80 1,548 x 298 x 100 16.8

Fidesca® PM RV 280 EDD 5260107 2 x 80 1,548 x 298 x 100 16.8

Fidesca® PM RV 335/49 E 5260304 3 x 35/49 1,548 x 412 x 100 20.7

Fidesca® PM RV 335/49 EDD 5260307 3 x 35/49 1,548 x 412 x 100 20.7

Fidesca® PM RV 328/54 E 5260204 3 x 28/54 1,248 x 412 x 100 17.7

Fidesca® PM RV 354 EDD 5260607 3 x 54 1,248 x 412 x 100 17.7

Fidesca® PM RV 380 E 5260704 3 x 80 1,548 x 412 x 100 25

Fidesca® PM RV 380 EDD 5260707 3 x 80 1,548 x 412 x 100 25

LED

Fidesca® PM RV 412/1248 8500-940 ETDD 6117851 LED 8500 lm 1,248 x 412 x 100 24.6

FIDESCA® PM CLEANROOM LUMINAIRES

E= with electronic ballast
EDD= with electronic ballast, digitally dimmable (DALI)
ETDD= with electronic transformer, digitally dimmable (DALI)
Data may deviate up to +/- 10 %
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Solo-Base,  
rigid arm

Solo-Base,  
motor arm

Twin-Base,  
rigid arm

Twin-Base,  
motor arm

Max. payload mono arm system 300 kg 125 kg 200 kg 125 kg

Max. payload duo arm system 225 kg 125 kg 200 kg 125 kg

Max. swivel radius  mono arm system 1,200 mm 800 mm 1,200 mm 800 mm

Max. swivel radius  duo arm system 2,400 mm 2,000 mm 2,400 mm 2,000 mm

Length of swivel arms
Rigid arms: 
800/1,000/1,200 mm

Rigid arms: 
800/1,000/1,200 mm
Motor arms:800 mm

Rigid arms: 
800/1,000/1,200 mm

Rigid arms: 
800/1,000/1,200 mm
Motor arms:800 mm

Max. height adjustment 600 mm 600 mm

Range of rotation 330° 330° 330° 330°

Length of media base*

650 mm
950 mm
1,250 mm
1,550 mm

650 mm
950 mm
1,250 mm

650 mm
950 mm
1,250 mm
1,550 mm

650 mm
950 mm
1,250 mm

Max. number of outlets  
(power/medical gas)

650 mm: 10
950 mm: 15
1,250 mm: 20
1,550 mm: 20

650 mm: 10
950 mm: 15
1,250 mm: 20

650 mm: 20
950 mm: 30
1,250 mm: 40
1,550 mm: 40

650 mm: 20
950 mm: 30
1,250 mm: 40

Dimensions of instrument platforms 783 x 490 mm (W x D)  
incl. medical rail

783 x 490 mm (W x D)  
incl. medical rail

783 x 490 mm (W x D)  
incl. medical rail

783 x 490 mm (W x D)  
incl. medical rail

controls hand-held unit with  
cable connection

hand-held unit with  
cable connection

hand-held unit with  
cable connection

hand-held unit with  
cable connection

Brake system Friction brake,  
optional: pneumatic brake

Friction brake,  
optional: pneumatic brake

Friction brake,  
optional: pneumatic brake

Friction brake,  
optional: pneumatic brake

colours RaL 9002, powder-  
coated aluminium

RaL 9002, powder-  
coated aluminium

RaL 9002, powder-  
coated aluminium

RaL 9002, powder-  
coated aluminium

The flexibility and complexity of the systems requires a detailed, individual planning. Please contact our sales staff.

MeDIDRanT® ceILIng SUPPLy SySTeM

MeDIa-BRIDge IS 500 OP

* depending on available room height and configuration of bracket arms

all medical devices conform to Directive 93/42/eec/       0044

TRILuX Medical gmbH & Co. Kg
Huettenstrasse 21
D-59759 Arnsberg
Fon: +49 (0) 29 32 . 301-100
Fax: +49 (0) 29 32 . 301-122
info-medical@trilux.de
www.trilux-medical.com 

all technical data and the weight and dimensional

specifications are carefully compiled, but no liability 

is accepted for errors. We reserve the right to make 

changes that reflect improvements.

Product in some cases are shown with accessories

that must be ordered separately. Illustrations may

show products with optional equipment.
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